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Abstract. To learn the dynamic characteristics of a mold oscillator, we establish a model that describes the relationship between
force equilibrium of a hydraulic cylinder and mold under various oscillation conditions. The non-linearity caused by the servovalue and the operating fluid is considered as excitation, and is calculated as control error between an input signal and mold
oscillation in real-time by a PID control process. Based on the non-linear property, we determine that the dynamic behavior is
caused by mold oscillation displacement and hydraulic cylinder pressure. We define excitation frequency and harmonic terms,
and determine that the sources of the harmonic peak frequency and high peak frequency; (50n ± exciting frequency ωexc) are
friction between the piston and hydraulic cylinder, and variable stiffness of the operating fluid. Finally, a mathematical model of
the hydraulic chamber that can represent the unknown non-linear phenomenon is derived.
Keywords: Dynamics, Mold oscillator, Hydraulic cylinder, Beat phenomenon.

1. Introduction
Using information provided by a good simulation model, engineers can modify and improve an instrument by sensitivity
analysis, optimization, and application of control methods. Despite the importance of a good model, most steel manufacturers do
not have a design process to evaluate the mold oscillator that is used in the continuous casting process, so all instruments in the
mold oscillator are imported [1-2]. To develop a comprehensive design and increase business profitability, these manufacturers
should develop the required products or systems independently.
A mold oscillator with a hydraulic servo system has characteristics that differ according to system structure and the
oscillation conditions including oscillating stoke and frequency. The hydraulic servo system is defined by governing equations
that describe the operations of the orifice, the continuity, servo-valves’ transfer functions, force equilibrium, and feedback control.
[3-5] Due to the governing equation, the dynamic characteristic is correlated with complex design variables. Previous work
suggested that the servo system has the greatest effect on the dynamic characteristic of the mold oscillator. Based on the fact
that inverse dynamics gives a solution if numerical direct integration is possible, the dynamics characteristic from this previous
work is only one of various candidates. [6-7] In other words, solution of the unknown nonlinear force is not effective under
different oscillating conditions. To solve this problem, we identify the globally optimal solution of the unknown nonlinear force
effect by applying feedback control. In this process, input signal of the unknown nonlinear force is primary interest.
First, we establish a control process that includes a dynamics model for the mold oscillator and PID controller, and define
unknown non-linear force as in previous work. The non-linear force can change according to control status, but we suggest a nonlinear force that is acquired by an optimization process to minimize control error. We observe the distribution of the control error
at various control gains.
Second, we establish simple models to explain the dynamic behavior around specific peak frequencies in the displacement
data. The excitation frequency ωexc and its harmonic terms are defined by friction in the cylinder, and the high-frequency
(50n±ωexc) Hz (n = 1 – 4) is simulated by a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) mass-and-spring system with parallel connections.

2. System Modeling
2.1 Dynamics model of the mold oscillator with PID
The mold oscillator shakes the mold as specified by a user. The user should adjust oscillation configurations to minimize the
error between the actual and desired oscillations. The hydraulic servo system maintains balance between force and displacement.
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However, the servo system cannot be modeled easily because it has non-linear responses to some inputs. [8-9] In the past,
engineers checked dynamic behaviors by carefully operating a hardware model without a simulation model. This method can be
dangerous, but a simulation model of the process does not always give the dynamic behaviors precisely, because mathematical
techniques may not be sufficient. Therefore a reliable simulation model of the mold oscillator is required.
In this section, we establish an integrated model for the mold oscillation mechanism. We use a control diagram (Fig. 1) when
calculating unknown non-linear forces. Generally, the PID controller is combined with the hydraulic pressure of the hydraulic
cylinder to control the displacement of mold oscillator in Fig. 1. However, the mathematical model of mold oscillator does not
reflect the unknown non-linear force of the hydraulic pressure, so we measured the hydraulic pressure and applied it as external
force to the dynamic simulation as shown in Fig. 1 to find out the unknown non-linear force. The PID controller should be
modified to minimize error between input and output. The PID controller has the advantage that it can estimate the error
distribution easily, so the hydraulic servo system can be simplified by using a PID controller. The output of the PID controller is
the unknown non-linear force. The mold oscillator is established by dynamics (Fig. 2). The mold is supported by two leaf springs
and two hydraulic cylinders. These components are located symmetrically to the center of gravity of the mold. The hydraulic
cylinder provides stiffness and pressure at the same time. We use experimental pressure data while applying sinusoidal
oscillation at various frequencies and amplitudes (“sine sweeping”). The leaf spring is pre-compressed by force equilibrium with
the weight of the mold. The mold has 6 DOF through a bushing joint with the ground. The integrated model gives non-linear force
at the point of application of the hydraulic cylinder. Design variables and operating conditions were duplicated from previous
work.
The hydraulic pressure is treated as disturbance in the integrated model. Although the disturbance changes according
experiment conditions, our task is to find the non-linear force model that provides results that match experimental
measurements. Eq. (1) is the non-linear force from the PID controller. [10-11]
t

Fα = K p (z (t )de sire − z (t )) + K i ∫ (z ( τ )de sire − z ( τ ))d τ + K d
0

d (z (t )de sire − z (t ))
dt

(1)

Fα is a compensated force [N], Kp & Ki & Kd are Proportional & Integral & Derivative control gains, zdesire is a target input signal
and z is mold displacement.
Eq. (2) is the non-linear force by inverse dynamics:
m zɺɺ + czɺ + (k hydraulic + k le af )z = F − m g + k le af z leaf + α = Ftotal
Inverse Dyn am ics
zɺɺ, zɺ , z 
→=F

(2)

m is mass of the mold, c is the damping coefficient of the system, khydraulic is internal stiffness of the hydraulic cylinder, kleaf is
spring constant of the leaf spring, zleaf is initial position of the leaf spring, g is the gravity acceleration, α is the unknown force and
z is the displacement of the mold. The non-linear force is defined by the mold displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Dynamic
behaviors can change if the assumptions used in numerical integration change. [12-14] However, the PID controller includes error
status in detail, and can be changed by control gains to represent the operability of the servo system. To minimize the control
error, we use the Ziegle Nichols method [15] to ﬁnd the control gains Kp, Ki, and Kd. according to basic rules (Table 1).

Fig. 1. Control diagram for calculating the unknown non-linear force

Fig. 2. Control diagram for calculating the unknown non-linear force
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Table 1. Basic rule for selecting the control gain
Quantity

Variables

Objective function
Design variables
Constraints

Mean(zdesire-z)
Kp, Ki, Kd
Kp, Ki, Kd > 0

Table 2. Natural frequency [Hz] distribution
Excitation

Resonance frequencies

Frequency ωexc [Hz]

ω1 / ω5 [Hz]

ω2 / ω6 [Hz]

ω3 / ω7 [Hz]

ω4 [Hz]

1

51 / 49

101 / 99

151 / 149

ω4 (Stroke)

2

52 / 48

102 / 98

152 / 148

ω4 (Stroke)

3

53 / 47

103 / 97

153 / 147

ω4 (Stroke)

4

54 / 46

104 / 96

154 / 146

ω4 (Stroke)

5

55 / 45

105 / 95

155 / 145

ω4 (Stroke)

Mold displacement
0.017

Numerical method(MCK model)
The integrated model
Experiment

0.016
0.015

Dis (m)

0.014
0.013
0.012
0.011
0.01
0.009
0.008

20

30

40

50
Time (sec)

60

70

80

Fig. 3. Mold displacement from 3 models with sweeping excitation

2.2 Dynamic characteristic according controller gain
Unlike a normal PID controller, our PID controller should have high gain values instead of the hydraulic servo system. In other
words, the PID controller compensates for the control error from displacement dimension [m] to force dimension [N] (Fig. 1). By
trial and error, we determined that the control error decreased dramatically at Kp > 3.0 x 108. We compared the displacement
observed in the experiment, to that predicted by the integrated model including the PID controller, and the numerical solution
(MCK model) by inverse dynamics and Newmark’s beta method (Fig. 3). In Fig. 3, the red and the black line is being piled up one on
another. The experiment and the integrated model show similar distributions, but the MCK model solution differs from them.
However, when Kp is low, the integrated model and the numerical solution have the same distributions. These results indicate that
inverse dynamics is acceptable within low acceleration variation, and that the non-linear force by the PID controller can be
tracked in real time.

3. Mathematical model for the unknown non-linear force
3.1 Multi-degree of freedom mass-spring system
We establish an MDOF mass-and-spring system to represent the stiffness of the hydraulic cylinder. We focus on a high peak
frequency (50n±ωexc) Hz that is not related to an excitation signal. We designed a 7-DOF mass-and-spring system for the piston,
the operating ﬂuid, and the cylinder (Fig. 4). We can expand and reduce degree of freedom to represent additional peak frequency
on the piston by applying additional mhi & k beside relative mass of the operating fluid. The mass and stiffness of the piston cause
it to have a natural oscillation frequency. To represent the beat phenomenon, we adjust the hydraulic mass and stiffness
corresponding resonant frequencies (50n±ωexc) Hz. We obtained the distribution of frequencies of the operating fluid and the
piston’s natural oscillation in the 7-DOF system (Table 2). The natural frequency ω4 of the piston is much lower than the other
frequencies, and is a function of stroke of the oscillating signal. We don’t describe ω4 in Table. 2, because space between the piston
and operating ﬂuid mass is not effective to determine (50n±ωexc) Hz. So, the stiffness values of k4, k5, k6, k7, k8 and k9 are much lower
than k1, k2, k3, k10, k11 and k12. However, we need to set appropriate mass and stiffness of the piston to get same the unknown
nonlinear force as experiment, because they change according to excitation conditions.
3.2 Reaction force by the hydraulic oil
When we apply excitation displacement, velocity, and acceleration to the piston, the reaction force on it is exerted by springs:
Freaction = k 4 (z 4 − (z 1 + z 4 )) + k 5 (z 4 − (z 2 + z 4 )) + k 6 (z 4 − (z 3 + z 4 )) + k 7 (z 4 − (z 5 + z 4 ))
+ k 8 (z 4 − (z 6 + z 4 )) + k 9 (z 4 − (z 7 + z 4 ))
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Fig. 4. Dynamics model for the hydraulic cylinder and mechanism according to position of the piston

The displacement of z4 oscillates, but Eq. (3) does not include z4. The general spring model gives a reaction force in the
opposite direction. However, the non-linear force of the hydraulic cylinder always heads toward the piston; center, and the free
position of the spring is renewed as current position in a moment. In other words, fixed end position of a spring is changed
according its displacement of opposite end position. To identify the force balance in the hydraulic cylinder we deﬁne a 3-DOF
mass-spring system (Fig. 4) instead of the multiple springs. Fup and Fdown are non-linear forces in each chamber. These forces are
always directed toward the piston. Depending on the velocity and position of the piston, the stiffness and force in the hydraulic
chamber change. When the velocity of the piston is maximum or minimum, the amplitude of the beat phenomenon is strong
because the up and down chambers have similar stiffnesses. In contrast, when the velocity of the hydraulic piston is low near the
highest and the lowest position of the piston, the beat phenomenon is weak.
Eq. (3) is not sufﬁcient to express stiffness variation and direction of the non-linear force. For instance, the reaction force of
spring k7 is not always positive, because the displacement of z5 changes from negative to positive. But we can define variable
stiffness of the hydraulic chamber by using the reaction force. When the piston is located at the highest or lowest position, the
stiffness of the operating fluid k1, k2, k3, k10, k11 and k12 in Fig. 4 reverses because of the volume of the chamber. Generally, the
stiffness of the operating fluid decreases as the chamber expands; i.e., the stiffness of the up chamber increases as the stiffness
of the down chamber decreases, and vice versa. [5],[16] During the sine-sweeping experiment, high-frequency peaks were
observed at 49 and 51, 48 and 52, …, and 43 and 57 Hz. By applying force difference between the hydraulic chambers as Eq. (3), we
can easily define a conversion of the non-linear force that acts on the piston.
3.3 Numerical iteration and Simulation configuration
To solve the equation of motion, we apply Newmark’s beta method, which is a form of numerical direct integration. This
method calculates a solution that satisfies the equation of motion and a change, assuming that the dynamic response in each
step changes gradually. The dynamic responses (Eqs. 4-6) include initial condition, time step, a1, a2 and a3 coefficients from the
linear acceleration assumption, and effective stiffness matrix in every step. We use β = 0.25, γ = 0.5 according to the average
acceleration method. Newmark’s beta method guarantees stability and convergence of solution regardless of time step and
system. However, the computing efficiency of the method is low because it includes an inertia matrix without lumped method.
However, this low efficiency is not important here, because our model has few degrees of freedom.
−1

[M ]{zɺɺ} + [C ]{zɺ } + [K ]{z } = F → {zɺɺ} = [M ]
1

1

1

1

1

(F − [C ]{zɺ } − [K ]{z } )
1

1

1

Fi +1 = Fi +1 + a1z i + a2zɺ i + a3zɺɺi

z i +1 =

Fi +1
k

, zɺ i +1 =



 1 
1

γ
γ
γ 
1
(z i +1 − z i ) + 1 − β  zɺ i + ∆t 1 − 2β  zɺɺi , zɺɺɺ i +1 = β(∆t )2 (z i +1 − z i ) −  β∆t  zɺ i −  2β − 1 zɺɺ1
β∆t

(4)
(5)

(6)

For the simulation, we pre-defined the dynamic response of the piston instead of applying force; i.e., displacement, velocity,
and acceleration of the piston were given. In the model, the reaction force is determined by the relationship between the piston
and each hydraulic mass. As in experiment, the mold displacement corresponds to the piston displacement, so we can define the
reaction force as result from the pre-defined piston motion to calculate the unknown non-linear force.
Eq. (7) is the pre-defined response of the piston. The signal is edited by changing amplitude A and frequency ωexc. We selected
A = 1 mm, ωexc = 1 Hz.
z piston = A sin (ωexc t ) , zɺ piston = Aωexc cos (ωexc t ) , zɺɺpiston = −Aωe xc 2 sin (ωe xc t )

(7)
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Fig. 6. Dynamic responses of the mass-spring under column friction

4. Result and Discussion
4.1 Dynamic characteristic of non-linear force and column friction model of piston
The unknown non-linear force from the integrated model was observed when a sine-sweeping input signal with A = 2 mm
and 1 ≤ ωexc ≤ 6 Hz was applied (Fig. 5). We adjusted PID gains to closely follow the input signal, which is the mold displacement.
Generally, the PID gain is designed for as a transfer function to reduce overshoot, settling time, and other factors. However, we
cannot define these behaviors and cannot modify oscillation conditions, because experimental data about hydraulic pressure are
fixed. Although the criterion of PID gain is not clear, we try to minimize error between the input and output oscillating signal by
optimization. The force distribution (Fig. 5) increased over time, as was observed in previous research. Because the distribution
can be changed by step time and the PID gain, the dynamic response should be valid for the experiment data and for the input
oscillating signal.
The unknown non-linear force distribution was translated to the frequency domain (Fig. 5). The plot shows 1 ≤ ωexc ≤ 6 Hz and
its harmonic terms, and also (50n±ωexc) Hz. The cause of these peak frequencies is related to oscillating conditions or hydraulic
cylinder status. The experimental data including the displacement and the pressure can be regarded as steady-state responses,
and the dynamics model includes damping ratio. Therefore, the non-linear force is an external force. If these frequencies are
characteristics of the mold oscillator, the damper will gradually decrease the unknown non-linear force.
We deﬁne two models for representing the oscillation frequency and (50n±ωexc) Hz. In this section, the oscillation frequency
and harmonic terms are investigated.
The displacement of the mass in response to the sine sweeping approximated a sine curve, contaminated by several harmonic
components that were revealed after translation to the frequency domain (Fig. 6). However, this process only identiﬁes the
frequencies; it does not explain them. To ﬁnd the causes of the harmonics, we model a 1-DOF mass-spring system with column
friction; Eq. (8) is its equation of motion.

m zɺɺ + µm g × sign (zɺ ) + czɺ + kz = F , zɺɺ + µg × sign (zɺ ) + 2ζωn zɺ + ωn 2z = F
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Fig. 8. Unknown non-linear forces in the 7 DOF system in Frequency domain

where m is mass μ is the friction coefficient between the piston and cylinder, c is the damping coefficient of the hydraulic
cylinder and k is the internal stiffness of the hydraulic cylinder. The system is arbitrary to represent general phenomena. System
variables were: natural frequency ωn = 15.9 Hz, damping ratio ζ = 0.3, and k = 109 N/m. We calculated displacement of m when
force F was applied at frequency 1 Hz (Fig. 6). The displacement includes ωexc and its harmonic terms, and the natural frequency.
ωexc and the natural frequency had strong peaks, and the harmonic terms of ωexc had weak peaks. By comparing this distribution
to experimental mold displacement, we find that the harmonic terms of ωexc are founded equally. By using the distribution of the
peak frequency, we conclude that the hydraulic cylinder has a friction problem that corresponds to the harmonic terms of ωexc,
and can estimate system characteristic from experiment data regarding frequency.
4.2 Dynamic responses of the MDOF mass spring system for the hydraulic chamber
Whereas ωexc and its harmonic terms are related to the excitation conditions, the (50n±ωexc)-Hz terms are related to
relationship between the hydraulic chamber (Section 3). The frequency has paired peak frequencies that are symmetric around 50,
100, 150, and 200 Hz. Reaction forces were obtained for the 3-, 5-, and 7-DOF mass-spring systems (Fig. 7-8). As the number of DOF
increased, the non-linear force for beat phenomenon became progressively more similar to the experiment data (Fig. 7). We define
the piston’s response as an excitation force (Section 3.3); i.e., the spring’s reaction forces are not correlated. Depending on the
number of DOF, the model can include frequency pairs at 199 and 201 Hz, 249 and 251 Hz, 299 and 301 Hz, and so on.
In the experiment result, the amplitude of the beats was proportional to the velocity of the mold oscillator, and was the lowest
when the mold is not operated. According this fact, beating is amplified when the chamber has similar dynamics status; the
chamber has same volume, and the piston locates at the center position.
We find that the hydraulic cylinder model has variable and various dynamic characteristics. Beats always occur during
operation. Engineers must consider the peak frequencies of the hydraulic chamber. If engineers cannot identify these frequencies,
the mechanical parts including the mold and additional coil spring will be on unstable area, resonance area by the operating fluid
when the natural mode frequency coincides with the hydraulic chamber frequency.
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5. Conclusion
We established an integrated model to calculate unknown non-linear forces that act on a mold oscillator. To extract the
unknown non-linear force, we used a dynamics model of the mold oscillator, compensation, and experimental measurements of
displacement and pressure. By using the model, we found that the unknown non-linear force consists of the excitation frequency
ωexc and harmonic terms and the hydraulic chamber frequency: (50n±ωexc) Hz. To investigate these signals, we established
mathematical models of column friction and MDOF mass-spring system. First, ωexc and harmonics term on the mold were caused
by friction between the piston and cylinder. Displacement had high peak frequency at the natural frequency and at ωexc, and local
peaks at the harmonics of ωexc. Second, we defined a MDOF mass-spring system to represent variable and various characteristics
for the hydraulic chamber. The model represented the complicated unknown non-linear force easily.
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